
What’s the Difference? 
Cylindrical Locks vs. Mortise Locks

Cylindrical Locks Mortise Locks

Installation

Components

Advantages

Disadvantages

Applications

Are also known as “bored locks” since two 
perpendicular holes are bored into the door 
prior to installation.

Requires a mortise (or “pocket”) to be cut into 
the door prior to installation.

Consists of a lock chassis, two levers 
(or knobs), a key-in-lever cylinder, and 
a latchbolt.

Consists of a lock chassis, two levers (or knobs 
or hospital latch “paddles”) and a mortise 
cylinder.

Most common lock type. Are quickly 
installed, replaced, or rekeyed.

Come in a variety of finishes, door thicknesses, 
and strike options. Keying 
requirements can be accommodated.

Common lock functions are available.

Though generally more expensive than cylindrical 
locks, mortise locks feature a wider variety of 
available trim designs. They offer building 
owners additional security and durability over 
bored locks.

Available with integrated deadbolts that retract Available with integrated deadbolts that retract 
at the same time as the latchbolt. This feature 
provides the building owner with a stout 
deadbolt for extra security. This is a better and 
stronger solution than the separate “double 
bore” prep set-ups commonly found on 
residential doors. A very durable lock.

Come with a variety of features, such as Come with a variety of features, such as 
stainless steel components for corrosion 
resistance, occupancy indicators, decorate roses 
and escutcheons, over-sized ADA thumbturns, 
and detention-grade anti-vandal features.

An extensive variety of lock functions are 
available to suit almost any application.

Can be used in many types of construction: 
interior or exterior, new or retrofit. Commercial 
doors should have commercial locks.
Cylindrical locks are sold in two grades: Cylindrical locks are sold in two grades: 
Grade 1 Heavy Duty, and Grade 2 Standard 
Duty. Both grades are significantly tougher than 
common residential “tubular” locks. They can 
also be fire rated, which is usually not possible 
for tubular locks.

Can be used in many types of construction: 
interior or exterior, new or retrofit. They are 
commonly found in older buildings, or new 
buildings that require a greater level of security. 
They can endure decades of use.

Additional security comes with additional cost. 

Preps are not universal between manufacturers, 
so locks cannot be swapped for each other.

Heavy use and high abuse environments such 
as schools, hospitals, and sports stadiums can 
take their toll on even the best cylindrical locks. 
To solve, request a Grade 1 Heavy Duty 
cylindrical lockset, or consider an upgrade to 
a mortise lockset in high-abuse areas. 

Limited offerings in lever designs. 


